
Between Generations
gasi Summer School

Ljubljana18-22 July 2018

4th Group Analytic Society International Summer School in Group Analysis

Let’s try to see where we’re at -
                          between generations.

Generations are certain kinds of groups with certain kinds of cultures and 
logic of succession: the boundaries between them, however, are fluid. 
There’s always room for uncertainty about which 
generation we belong to: one looks 
forward and backwards for clues 
to his role in life, as if caught 
between generations. 



Schedule

Wednesday  18th of July

 15.00 - 16.00
16.00 - 16.45

 
 
 
17.00 - 18.00
18.15 - 19.45
19.45

Registration
Opening / Welcome

 
Discussion Group
Large Group
Welcome Reception

David Glyn and Vid V Vodušek
In place of an introduction:
A dialogue between an older and a younger man 

Thursday  19th of July

9.00   - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.45

 
 
 12.00 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 16.00
16.00 - 16.30
16.30 - 18.00

Small Group
Coffee Break
Lecture

 
 
 Discussion Group
Lunch
Supervision Group
Coffee Break 
Large Group

Barbara Čibej Žagar
Gaps and bridges between generations

Friday  20th of July

9.00   - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.45

 
 
 12.00 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 16.00
16.30 - 18.00
 20.00

Mike Tait
Between the generations: Destruction, survival and creativity

Saturday  21th of July

9.00   - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.45
 
 
 
12.00 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 16.00
16.00 - 16.30
16.30 - 18.00

Small Group
Coffee Break
Lecture
 
 
 
Discussion Group
Lunch
Supervision Group
Coffee Break 
Large Group

Dubravka Trampuž and Iztok Prosen
Between generations: Becoming a group analyst
 
 

Small Group
Coffee Break
Lecture

 
 
 Discussion Group
Lunch 
Large Group
City tour
 Gala Dinner

Sunday  22th of July

9.00   - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30
12.30 

Small Group
Coffee Break
Large Group
Closing Ceremony

On behalf of the organizing committee, we would like to invite you to 
participate in the 4th Summer School in Ljubljana. We hope that the Summer 
School will be fruitful and  serve its purpose of contributing to the 
development of group analytical knowledge and culture. In a common 
endeavor of exploring between generations, we will have the opportunity to 
continue our growth and development both personally and professionally.
We look forward to meeting you in Ljubljana.



Summer School is organized by 
GASI Group Analytic Society International and SDSA Group Analytic Society of Slovenia.
You can reach us at summerschool.ljubljana@gmail.com for further questions.
See you soon!

The Summer school is a a medium sized symposium (up to 100 participants), 
by content and form group analytical. It is intended for all generations of 
professionals, who work with groups in any setting (not only therapeutic) or 
have an interest to do so. Join us in a not too formal atmosphere, where we 
can learn about group and social related phenomena through joint 
experience.

For registrations and information visit www.ljubljanasummerschool.si 

information

In order to make the Summer School accessible to as many participantss as 
possible, we have kept the fees to a minimum. We have budgeted for a 
number of reduced fees, but we ask applicants who are able to pay the 
higher fee to please do so.

fees (all in eur)  

reduced

regular

gala dinner

210

320

30 

180 early bird until 15th of June

 
280 early bird until 15th of June 

Fee includes welcome reception and daily lunches and coffee.


